SERVICES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Oplossinge
informatiet

Because it all happens inside

Camera inspections
Wall thickness measurement
Water analyses
6.
Corrosion monitoring
7.
Research into the cause of corrosion 8.

Materials research
Indepandent advice
Additives: prevent corrosion

APPLICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sprinkler systems
Foam extinguishing systems
Risers
Dry extinguisher pipe
Tunnels

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Cooling water systems
Aviation
Industry
Construction
Shipping

WHY CAMERA INSPECTI ON?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

There is a leakage in a pipe
Detecting corrosion and clogging
You want to know the internal condition of your piping
Better and ontime budgetting
Added value to potential tenants
Controlling corrosion
Preventive maintenance is cheaper than corrective maintenance
Saving money on maintenance, renovation or replacement
Good addition to the NEN 2767
Pre purchase- or sales inspection
An inspector requires an internal inspection of the system

DID YOU KNOW THAT

Oplossinge
informatiet

Because it all happens inside

Corrosion was in 2009 with 56% the largest cause of
leaks in sprinkler systems

Corrosion damage in NL is estimated at 3% of GDP! Then we talk about +/- 18 billion Euro!
Our additive also protects in the air layers above the water.
This is because it is an VCI! A volatile corrosion inhibitor.
Corrosion by oxygen and MIC are the two mains forms of corrosion in sprinkler systems.
The NFPA 25 requires every 5 year an internal pipe inspection.

You can saves lots of money by a remaining life investigation, because existing pipelines could perhaps be reused.
In Europe are annually about 4000 deaths by fire
By inspecting preventively, you can save also money
The first experiments with sprinklers took place in the 18th century
As far as known, in NL has never been a fatality cases in a building with a sprinkler system
You need to add only 1% of our additive to your system. Of course this must be maintained!
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